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The reality of recycling economics

In a no-holds barred indictment, last yeah the leaders of the largest waste and recycling corporations
launched a discussion on problems inherent in the nation's recycling collection and processing system
At the forefront of that conversation was an issue, in which at many levels we are all complicit - the
misrepresentation of recycling economics.

Curiously, this dilemma did not originate with local government or the recycling industry. For years,
however, it has been their headache. In a]] ongoing game of cat and mouse, each continually tries new
ways to shift the greater portion of the financial risk onto one another. Depending on the circumstances.
it is safe to say that over time each side has been equally guilty of taking advantage of the other.

1:1ow and when (tid this happen?

I'he myth of "free" recycling evolved during the push for local government collection programs. As
early as the 1950's, mayors of major cities were complaining to Congress about the cost of handling a
growing waste stieain resulting from product packaging. To avoid the looming threat and associated
costs of extended producer responsibility the beverage industry pushed for legislation creating the first
organ ized municipal recycling programs.

By promoting recycling over the previous container deposit system, producers could shift to local
governments the responsibility and the expense for recovering containers and for litter cleanup. With
total disregard for fluctuating markets producers promoted the value of the glass, steel, aluminum and
eventually plastic containers overstating the ability of resale materials to cover the new program costs
Wc all accepted the theory. Voila ' the fallacy of "free" recycling was born. Today the nationwide cost
for collecting and managing consumer product packaging from residential sources has grown to$ 1.84
billion per year. When commodity pricing sinks, those costs increase.

Commodity based industries

Pennsylvania is no stranger to commodity based industries. We are, after all, dependent on an
agricultural economy in mftny areas of the Commonwealth. The extractive industries and the
manufacturing operations that they support remain strongly embedded in our industrial foundation



Recycling qualifies as an extractive industry as much as mining, forestry, trapping, fishing, drilling and
exploration. It is often referred to as "urban mining."

For somebody trading in the recycling commodities markets the risk and reality of international trading
is all too familiar. We know that in our global economy, a shin by a single faction can set off a chain
reaction with fai reaclling devastation. Take steel for example. We've seen foreign subsidies artificially
inflate production capacity to camouflage their own domestic troubles. Consequently, cheap imported
steel flooded the U.S. market in unprecedented quantities.

Foreign governments arc not alone in the use of subsidies to affect outcomes. The list of US govcinment
subsidized industries can be surprising. Government agencies understand the value of monetary
incentives to support programs of public interest. It is no accident that regulatory initiatives like Act 1 01
are often accompanied by grants and subsidies. There is no single criticism of a state or federal program
that carries a sting as potent as "unfunded mandate."

Monetary incentives targeted at local governments were used notjust in Pennsylvania, but also across
the United States to institutionalize recycling as a municipal responsibility. Since then the subsidies
required to support the recycling operating system continue to be hidden in taxes, grants, oi bundled into
waste collection and disposal recs. Rarely is recycling a stand alone cost to residents, so the public has a
poor understanding of the true finances.

No apologies needed.

It's time to stop apologizing foi the Recycling Fund as if it weil a luxury. Let's understand and accept
why it is necessary. In market downturns, the other extractive industries can stop production. The
difference with recycling is the inability to turn off the incessant flow of consumer discards. This makes
the need fbr outside support mole pressing. The unlikely alternative is to follow the EU and return the
responsibility for collecting and processing these materials back to the producers.

Subsidizing a portion of the costs to sustain Pennsylvania's recycling inhastructuie is no more unusual
than supporting farmers, energy, and even the National Football League. In fact, if we want to get
serious about sustainable recycling programs, wc need to acknowledge another financial shortfall. Act
1 01 lacks mechanisms that other states have incorporated into their laws to provide for direct funding of
operational costs at the local level. These expenditures fai exceed the periodic equipment purchases
currently eligible for competitive grant funding under Act 1 0 1 and are more often the cause for program
failures

Reauthorization of the Fund is needed now to prevent disruption in the flow of materials to end users
reliant on local governincnt piogtams. Eliminating the sunset date is a practical move that will allow
officials to plan and pr(jest more efficiently.

Future planning

Circumstances in 201 7 differ fioin those in 1 988. ]t is prudent to review Act 1 0] for relevancy and areas
for improvement. That process, however, will require great effort and attention to detail. Reauthorizing
the fee now to keep current programs functioning in the interim, while such an assessment is conducted
makes sense.



Following are items worthy of future consideration
e

Pennsylvania counties lack enabling legislation, which would allow them, with voter approval, to
assess a per capita fee ($1 -$2) dedicated specifically to solid waste and recycling operational
costs. slaving this statutory authority could make county programs financially sustainable. It
would cnd costly litigation prompted by creative but inappropriate attempts to further tax the
waste industry.

e
Our state solid waste approach should be revamped into comprehensive material management
platt oems. We need to stop clinging to rigid interpretations, "recycling-centric" objectives and

"diversion" goals that act as barriers to new technologies, life-cycle friendly designs, and
beneHteia+uses oFby-products.

e
I'rickle down expectations, metrics and accotmtability measures should clearly redirect cotmty
level planning to the pursuit of affordable, convenient access to waste and recycling services and
outlets for a broad spectrum of materials all residents.

e
Product stewardship programs should be initiated for mattresses, carpeting, paint, appliances,
and pharmaceuticals. Voluntary industry designed programs can be coupled with a local
convenience center infrastructure and appropriate laws.

e
We should be engaging the waste industry to plan for the logical progression and repurposing of
existing disposal oriented operations. We need to consider these multi-million dollar investments
in future decision making and offer a reasonable timeline and pathway for transitioning to
technologies that can facilitate more productive end-of-life management.

e
fvlore resources and efforts should be going into food waste prevention, recovery and
redistribution to help seniors, homeless, and other nutritionally challenged individuals
6or smallcommunity based food waste composting sites should be developed.

Permits

e
Pennsylvania must bc inviting to manufacturers who arc positioning themselves for the circular
economy. We need to develop and fund training programs that can provide high school students
and other displaced workers with essential skills necessary for refurbishing, repair and
liman ufacturin g

. Brownfield redevelopment should offer incentives for the use of recycled content building
products.


